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ABSTRACT 

 

Name :  Sabrina Ayu Nani 

Reg. Number : 40300107062 

Title            : Self Concept in Zara Zetira ZR’s Every Silence has a Story 

ConsultantsI : Prof. Dr. Mardan,m,Ag 

Consultants II :  Nasrum marjuni, S.Pd., MA 

 The objective of the research is finding out the self concept components 

adhered in the man character of Zara Zetira ZR’S novel “ Every Silence has a 

Story” and how the self conept is performed in entire story. The methodology 

which the writer applied I this research was descriptif qualitatifmethod. The 

source of the data in this research is Zara Zetira ZR’S novel “Every Silence has a 

story’. 

 In collecting the data, the writer used note-taking technique. In analyzing 

the data, the writer used Bracken’s theory about the componentof self concept . It 

aimed to find out the six component of self concept which are adhered in  the 

main character, then the writer analyzed and explained the data taken from the 

novel. 

 The result of this research showed that there were 35 data coing up from 

self concept component such as social, competence, affect,academic, physical and 

family adher to main character of the novel. The expresson found out from the 

analysis ae including. Social: interaction with friends, and interaction with her boy 

friend. Competence: academic skill,decision making skill,and voncation skill, 

Affect: state of love, state of grief, and state of faith, Physical: beautiful  mixed 

ethnic origin, and helt condition, Family: her mother dis harmony relationsip, and 

her father father closely connected emotion, Academic: academic excellent. 
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                           CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A.Background 

 

Literature is one of the media, which is used to amuse people in written form. 

It contains the expression of a universal emotion or idea in an attractive and 

appealed form. It is shaped systematic form to put on our feeling in order to 

enable reader to understand the purpose and meaning of a literary work.It also 

exists in time and space, history and society. So, a literary work must speak to 

concern that readers recognize it as relevant to their own life. Literary is a 

formand result of creative art work which its object is man and life using language 

as a medium (Semi,1988:9). 

Literature and psychology have a close relation because literary works 

explain about human life event, where human always look at the various behavior, 

and psychology is the science that study about human attitude and behavioral 

(Syahruddin,2000:20) 

According to Endraswara (2008: 11) definitiely says that the purpose of 

literary works also is to understand the psychological aspects of psychology 

contained in a work. The psychological research of literature has an important role 

in understanding literature. Lots of interesting things are found when one 

examines the psychological literature. 
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Based on the explanations above, the researcher can conclude that literature is 

one of the mediums to draw our imagination by using the language and literature 

as reflection of society. Many kinds of literary work are like prose, poem, short 

story and the others, include novel. 

According to Abrams (1972:61), novel as a fiction introduces an imagination 

world that consists of intrinsic element like setting, plot, characterization, points 

of view, etc. They are existential element because depends on the author 

imagination. 

      The researcher is going to analyze one element of the novel namely character 

by using the theory  of psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis is the main explores 

feeling. self concept is very closely related to psychology because through 

psychology we can know a person‟s character. self concept is a concept that 

neither imprisons (as does much in sociology) nor detaches (as does much in 

philosophy and psychology) persons from their social and symbolic universes, it 

has over the years retained a generic force that few concepts (Davis, 1991:105). 

 

      Based on explanation above, The researcher is interested in analyzing self 

concept of the main characters in the novel Every Silence has a Story novel 

particularly to the issues releted to her family conflict and life. In Zara Zetira‟s 

novel, researcher explores how the main character as an individuaelse with 

problems happening in her life by sticking to the self concept she believes in. 
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        The main reason why the writer of this thesis feels interested in studying the 

novel Every Silence has a Story because this novel describes its main character, 

which is a woman, as someone who can escape from the social system lived by 

her family which was totally contradict to her own principles. Freedom from all 

kinds of restrain is the dream that all women wanted to achieve. This dream also 

created self concept and social concept of Zara Zettira‟s life which in this case 

became the main character of this novel. 

 

B.Problem Statements 

The problem statements he  which the writer intends to work on in this 

thesis areoutlined below:  

What self conceptdoesZara Zettira ZR. want to adhere to the main 

character of her novel Every Silence has a Story? 

C.Research Objectives 

Based on the problem statements above, then the writer of this thesis 

would like to reveal the following facts from novel Every Silence has a Story. 

The self concept that Zara Zettira ZR wants to adhere to the main character 

of her novel Every Silence has a Story. 
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D.Significance of Research 

There are two benefits which the writer expects to achieve when this 

thesis is completed, as follows; 

1. This thesis will enrich the gender comprehension of broader community 

especially to those who have big interest in studying gender or feminism 

aspect of a literary work. 

2. This thesis will give alternative basis of analysis to the other students who 

plan to carry out the study toward literary works. 

E.Scope of the Research 

Based on the previous explanation above, the researcher is going to 

limit analysis of self concept in theZara Zettira ZR‟s novel Every Silence has a 

Story. In this case, the self concept refers to self concept pertaining to the main 

character of the novel. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Previous Findings 

Review of literature serves a presentation about the research and analysis 

that have been done previously, these ase some thesis which have similanities 

whit the writer‟s thesis. 

From Angriani (2004) in her thesis, Konsep Diri Dalam Novel 

Frankenstein karyaa Marry Shelley Daniel Frans W. It was found that self 

consept is the personality of an individual regarded as a persisting entity. 

Everyone has an self concept that would describe and identify them selves as 

unique characters because one identity is different from others. The analysis 

isused theory of literature by Carl Rogers 

 Wahyuni research which was conducted in 2010 with title Konsep Diri 

Tokoh Utama dalam Novel Antara Dua Hati Karya Maria A. Sardjono.In her 

thesis, Andi Nurwahyuni used structural analysis in analyzing the identity of the 

novel‟s main character named Aggraini. In the novel, Anggraini is described as a 

woman who lives with great and wild sexual desire over number of men which is 

in principle viewed as an uncommon and even taboo for people of this country, 

Indonesia, where traditional and religious values are still strongly uphold in life. 

The freedom of choosing way of life that became the center of analysis of Andi 

Wahyuni‟s thesi. The analysis isused of literature by Erik H. Erikson. 
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 The similarity to this thesis with the previous findings mentinod above lise 

on the strungglin of it‟s main character in holding up their self concept agaimts so 

many faces of problem and conflict happened in their life. The frist previos 

finding is analysis of the way taken by main caracter has an self concept that 

would describe and identify them selves as unique character because one identity 

is differnt from others second on is an analysis of a women‟s character dho decide 

to freely her identity. 

The aspect put this research different to the previous findings that the 

research focused the analysis on six components of self concept mentioned in 

Bracken‟s theory. In addition , this research uses data gathered from different 

source i.e. Zara Zetira‟s novel Every Silence has a Story. 

B. Theoretical Background  

1. Psychology 

           Psychology is an academic and applied discipline that involves 

the scientific study of mental functions and behaviors. Psychology has the 

immediate goal of understanding individuals and groups by both establishing 

general principles and researching specific cases, and by many accounts it 

ultimately aims to benefit society. In this field, a professional practitioner or 

researcher is called a psychologist and can be classified as a social, behavioral, 

or cognitive scientist. Psychologists attempt to understand the role of mental 

functions in individual and socia lbehavior, while also exploring 

the physiological and neurobiological processes that underlie certain cognitive 

functions and behaviors. According to (Alwiso.2008: 15) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Applied_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific_study
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_functions
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavior
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/practitioner
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychologist
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Behavioural_sciences
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_behavior
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physiology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurobiology
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           Psychologist explore concepts such as perception, congnition, attention, 

emotion, motivation, brain, function, personality, bahaviour, and interpersonal. 

Psychologists of diverse es also consider unconscious mind. 

         Social psychology is a discipline that uses scientific methods "to understand 

and explain how the thought, feeling and behavior of individuals are influenced by 

the actual, imagined or implied presence of other human beings. Gordon Allport 

(1985;23 ). 

         Social psychology looks at a wide range of social topics, including group 

behavior, social perception,leadership, nonverbal behavior, conformity, 

aggression, and prejudice. It is important to note that social psychology is not just 

about looking at social influences. Social perception and social interaction are also 

vital to understanding social behavior. 

           According to Rogers (1902: 17) was a humanistic psychologist who agreed 

with the main assumptions of Abraham Maslow, but added that for a person to 

"grow", they need an environment that provides them with genuineness (openness 

and self-disclosure), acceptance (being seen with unconditional positive regard), 

and empathy (being listened to and understood). 

      Without these, relationships and healthy personalities will not develop as they 

should, much like a tree will not grow without sunlight and water.Rogers believed 

that every person can achieve their goals, wishes and desires in life. When, or 

rather if they did so, self actualization took place.  This was one of Carl Rogers 

most important contributions to psychology and for a person to reach their 

potential a number of factors must be satisfied. 

http://psychology.about.com/od/profilesal/p/gordon-allport.htm
http://psychology.about.com/od/leadership/Leadership.htm
http://psychology.about.com/od/pindex/g/prejudice.htm
http://www.simplypsychology.org/humanistic.html
http://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html
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        In psychology Self-concept has many definitions but they all have the same 

meaning. Your self concept is your perception of your own self and of your own 

abilities. When I ask you to describe yourself in one page you are going to write 

down all the beliefs you hold about yourself as a person. The way you view 

yourself and your capabilities is called the "Self-concept". 

     Common understanding of the concept of self psychology is the central 

concept (central construct) to be able to understand human behavior and is 

something that is learned through interaction with her man them selves, others, 

and the surrounding real environment.  

2. self concept 

            Self-concept (self consept) is an important part of any discussion of human 

personality.The concept itself is a trait unique to humans, so it can be used to 

distinguish humans from other living beings.The psychologists personality sought 

to explain the nature and functions of the self-concept 

          Self-concept is expressed through the attitude of someone who is a self-

actualizing person.Humans as organisms that have the drive to develop which 

eventually led to his being aware of it.The developments that took place later 

helped establish the concept of the individual self. 

 

 

http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://belajarpsikologi.com/pengertian-konsep-diri/&usg=ALkJrhh7FuRbao3uQezbLdOXIrq8NLmHMg
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://ilmupsikologi.wordpress.com/2009/12/16/slamet-iman-santoso-1907-2004-bapak-psikologi-indonesia/&usg=ALkJrhhMcD4axzItHL0hYLRc6UBtNh-S2g
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://belajarpsikologi.com/pengertian-konsep-diri/&usg=ALkJrhh7FuRbao3uQezbLdOXIrq8NLmHMg
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       According to Burns (1993: 6 ) self-concept is a mixed picture of what we 

think others think, about ourselves, and what we want ourselves. concept 

themselves are the individual views of the who the individual, and it can be 

obtained through information provided by the information given by others on the 

individual. 

      A self-concept is a collection of beliefs about one's own nature, unique 

qualities, and typical behavior. Your self-concept is your mental picture of your 

self. It is a collection of self-perceptions. For example, a self-concept might 

include such beliefs as 'I am easygoing' or 'I am pretty' or 'I am hardworking. 

(Hammer, 2012 : 9) 

     According to Bracken (1990:58) provide an understanding of the concept of 

self as an idea that people have about him. concept itself is a combination of 

beliefs held about their own individual characteristics which include physical, 

psychological, social, emotional, aspirations and achievements. 

       According to Baumeister (1999) provides the following self 

concept definition: "the individual's belief about himself or herself, including the 

person's attributes and who and what the self is. Self Concept is an important term 

for both social psychology and humanism. 

          The opinion above can be interpreted that the self-concept of the individual 

can be known through the information, opinions, judgments or evaliasi from 

others about him.Individuals would know she was beautiful, smart, or friendly if 

there is information from others about him. 

http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://belajarpsikologi.com/pengertian-konsep-diri/&usg=ALkJrhh7FuRbao3uQezbLdOXIrq8NLmHMg
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://belajarpsikologi.com/pengertian-konsep-diri/&usg=ALkJrhh7FuRbao3uQezbLdOXIrq8NLmHMg
http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://belajarpsikologi.com/jenis-jenis-konsep-diri/&usg=ALkJrhhnDwzWNtZfIz7AqEKj0LJGNmwTpg
http://www.simplypsychology.org/social-psychology.html
http://www.simplypsychology.org/humanistic.html
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        Instead of individuals do not know how he confronted another person 

without any information or input from the environment and other people. In 

everyday life people have indirectly assess themselves. Self-assessment that 

includes the character himself, other people can appreciate him or not, he was 

among those who look attractive, beautiful or not. 

       From the opinions of the experts on the above it can be concluded that the 

notion of self-concept is the overall perspective of himself, which includes 

capabilities, the feelings experienced, the physical condition of themselves and 

their immediate environment. 

3. Components of Self-Concept 

       Like many topics within psychology, a number of theorists have proposed 

different ways of thinking about self-concept.  According to a theory known as 

social identity theory, self-concept is composed of two key parts: personal identity 

and social identity. Our personal identity includes such things as personality traits 

and other characteristics that make each person unique. Social identity includes 

the groups we belong to including our community, religion, college, and other 

groups. 

   According to Bracken (1990: 23) suggested that there are six specific domains 

related to self-concept: 

a) Social - the ability to interact with others 

b) Competence - ability to meet basic needs 

http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&hl=en&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddefinisi%2Bself-concept:bracken%2B1990%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:id:official%26channel%3Dfflb%26biw%3D1259%26bih%3D608&rurl=translate.google.com&sl=id&u=http://belajarpsikologi.com/pengertian-konsep-diri/&usg=ALkJrhh7FuRbao3uQezbLdOXIrq8NLmHMg
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c) Affect - awareness of emotional states 

d) Physical - feelings about looks, health, physical condition, and overall 

appearance 

e) Academic - success or failure in school 

f) Family - how well one functions within the family unit 

Humanist psychologist Carl Rogers believed that there were three different parts 

of self-concept: 

1. Self-image, or how you see yourself. It is important to realize that self-

image does not necessarily coincide with reality. People might have an 

inflated self-image and believe that they are better at things than they 

really are. Conversely, people are also prone to having negative self-

images and perceive or exaggerate flaws or weaknesses. For example, a 

teenage boy might believe that he is clumsy and socially awkward when 

he is really quite charming and likeable. A teenage girl might believe that 

she is overweight, when she is really quite thin. 

Each individual's self-image is probably a mix of different aspects 

including your physical characteristics, personality traits, and social roles.  

2. Self-esteem, or how much you value yourself. A number of different 

factors can impact self-esteem, including how we compare ourselves to 

others and how others respond to us. When people respond positively to 

our behavior, we are more likely to develop positive self-esteem. When 

http://psychology.about.com/od/profilesofmajorthinkers/p/bio_rogers.htm
http://psychology.about.com/od/sindex/f/what-is-self-esteem.htm
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we compare ourselves to others and find ourselves lacking, it can have a 

negative impact on our self-esteem. 

3. Ideal self, or how you wish you could be. In many cases, the way we see 

ourselves and how we would like to see ourselves do not quite match up 

4      Factors Affecting S elf – Concept 

        Many  things can affect the development of self-concept some one.   

According (Selve,1998: 25), the devloment of self-concept is very influenced by 

four interrelated factors,namely: 

1. Reaction of others (significant other) Self- concept is influence by 

how others treat us  

2. Comporasion with other in the process of the formation of self 

concept, individuals often compare them selves with other people 

who are usually the same age ar almost the same with him 

3. The role of individual In the sense that the expectation-expectation 

and experience that corresponds to a role will affect formation of 

the concept him self 

4. Identification with others most important is the indefication and 

especially. Children who identifies his parents as parents are warm 

and kind, will fell that he is also warm and kind as the parents. 
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       According  to Hurlock (2004: 12) devloment of self concept is influenced by 

two factors,namely,the factors of the individual it‟s self (internal)and external 

factors, the individual (external) 

       There are two internal factors that greatly influence the devloment of self 

concept, namely: 

1. The physical appereance of the individual , which resulta in 

changes in outlook individual as sessment also others against him. 

Individuals are encouraged for and formulate new concepts  about 

physical apperence. 

2. Psychic devloment is characterized by the devloment of congnitive 

and language. 

Individuals are ware of the caoabelities and weakneses, talents,beliefs, attitudes 

and values and personality traits. Individuals can forming abstract concept about 

them selves and be able to express with abstract language. And external factors 

that are most influential to the devloment of self-concept is a person‟s social 

environment,where ongoing series of social interactions. Social interactions is an 

element very influential on the development of one‟s self-concept. 

       Based on the description above it can be concluded that the concept of self-

concept is a useful concept for understanding the behavior of a person, consists of 

a variety of aspects in which each form an integral part of self-concept intact. 
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C.  Structure of the Novel 

1. Theme 

       Theme is the main discussion, which is put on important place in literary 

work, M,S Hutagalung (in Ahmad Badrun, 1983:85). 

       William Kenny (1966 : 89) adds the theme is neither moral or the subject of 

the story. In addition, theme is meaning the story releases. Moral is a simple kind 

of theme, because all of themes of moral. It can be said that theme is the main 

discussion the story released. Add moral is a simple sort theme . 

 

2. Plot 

         Plot is a series of events created by the author to tell the story .In most of 

stories, these events rise out of conflict experiences by the main character. The 

conflict isn„t come from internal only but conflict comes from something external 

too, Stanton (In Nurgiantoro, 2002 : 113) said that plot is story that contains series 

of events. However, the causality aspect only connects each those event. One 

event caused the other event to happen. 

      Nurgiantoro( 2002 : 115) said that plot is the reflection of the character„ s 

behavior and attitude in acting, thinking, felling, and facing the problems of life 

he or she faces. However not all of the human being experiences  called plot. In 

addition, he added that the event, attitude, and behavior of human being would  

called a plot if they have special type. 
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3. Setting. 

           Aminudin( 2005 : 16). Explained that setting is background of occurrence 

in fiction .Setting  refers to place, time relationship , and social environment in 

which the events taken place .Setting can be divided into two; physical and 

spiritual setting. Physical setting refers to place and time. Spritual setting refers to 

custom, tradition, believe and value of the society where the event happens. 

(Nurgiantoro, 2002 : 218). 

 

 

4. Character 

         According to foster (Taylor, 1981 : 65) character is divided in two types: flat 

and round character. Flat character is less the representation of human personality 

than the embodiment of a single attitude or obsession in a character. Foster this 

calls kind of character flat because we see only one side of him .A flat character 

that never surprises the readers is immediately recognizable and usually can be 

represented as a single formula 
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CHAPTER III 

                                         METHOD OF THE RESEARCH 

A. Method of the  Research  

The method used in the research is descriptive qualitative  the method 

intends to describe all related teoritical background of the research. In this case 

the research will describe the gender ideology and self conceptof maincharacter in 

the novel Zara Zettira ZREvery Silence has a Story. 

B. Data Source  

In this research,the writer used Zara Zetira ZR‟s novel which ius publishedin 

2009. It contains 3 chapters and 267 pages. 

C. Instrument of Research 

In collecting data, the researcher used note taking as the instrument of 

research. An important aspect of good note taking skills knows what to write 

down in the notes. Distinguishing important from unimportant information is a 

skill that improves with practice. Being able to identify key words and key points 

will help you determine what should be recorded (Ray, 2005:14). It will be used 

to find the data from the novel every silence has a story. 
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D. Procedure of Collecting Data 

Method of data collection on this research is as follows 

1. Taking 6 colors of cards. And categorized the colours such as 

 (1) red : social, (2) blue: competency, (3) green: effect, (4) 

chocolate: physical, (5) yellow: academic, (6)  pink: family 

2.  Reading novel carefully. 

3. Identifying data from the novel that indicated as the kinds of self 

concept (chapter, page, and paragraph) by using colors of cards. 

4. Classifying the data based on the six kinds of self concept on the 

colors of cards. 

E. Technique of Data Analyzing  

        In analyzing data, the writer used Brucken theory about self concept. 

According to burcken (1990:58),) provide an understanding of the concept of self 

as an idea that people have about him. concept itself is a combination of beliefs 

held about their own individual characteristics which include physical, 

psychological, social, emotional, aspirations and achievements. . Therefore, the 

writer used this theory to analyze the self concep Zara Zetira ZR‟s novel every 

silence has a story. It aimed to find out the six component of self concept that 

used by the main character (Zara). Then, the writer  explained  the componen of 

self concept based on the six componentself concept on which found in the novel. 

Then, the writer made conclusion based on the finding and discussio 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

        This chapter consists of finding and discussion parts that show the result of 

the research. The writer would like to present what have been found from the Zara 

Zetira ZR‟s novel every silence has a story. 

A. Finding 

       In this research the writer analysed by classifying the data collected from the 

source, i.e. Zara Zettira Novel‟s Every Silence Has a Story, in a table according to 

self-concept componentthey associate with.As mentioned above that Brecken has 

divided self-concept into six componentsalong with their functionsi.e. social, 

competency, affect,physical, academic,and family. To understand the way data of 

being collected, the writer has also provided additional code indicating location 

where the data was found i.e.C for chapter, P for page and D for data. 

         The following is The data which is firstly categorized into sub theme before 

being analyzed by refering to the definition of respective self concept component 

1. Social  

 

a) Interaction with friends  

 

1. , “.....I prefer playing with my own imagination instead of with 

getting along with other kids, I was much more keen with 

reading than doing gossip”  (Ch.1/P.21/D.1) 
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2. “Ali is one my closest  friend but I have a lot  of close  frinds. So 

maybe  I should call him my „best‟ friend for we were so close,  

even our houses were close to each other.” ( Ch.1/p.14/D.2) 

 

3. “As a teenager, loosing her live stayle, friend and spesialy her 

pride ,was not  easy atall. My friend at school thought  our 

family was a criminal.” (Ch.1/p.58/D.3) 

 

b).  Introduction with her boy friend.   

1.“Getting merried is a huge del. Bulding a family is even bigger. It 

is too overhelming for me. I don‟t want to have the smallest 

room for  failure in this. I don‟t want to take any rikis. I  want 

to  do it once and forefer.  And right now – as much as ilove you 

– I am not ready to change that love into a commitment.”   

(Ch.3/p.177/D.4) 

 

2. “I am not saying that we,Indonesian women, are better people 

in keeping our virginity for our husbands.it‟s just me,I should 

be ashamed of my self. “ ( Ch.2/p.164/D.5)\  

2.  Compotence 

a). Academic skill 

1. “You see,after you graduated, you are supposed to go for 

another two years of apprentice program to get you r practical 

license as a psychologist. I  chose to go ahead to los angels and 

took a short course in movi production 

instead````````.”(Ch.1/p.91/D.6) 
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b). Decision making skill 

1. ”I chose to lreaarning abaut human behavior,  their thooughtts 

nd  possiblly their dreams too. i chhose to llearn aboout  myself   

as a human being as well.  so  I had nothing to lose in learning 

somthing I had  nothinng to lose iin learning somthing I cmy 

own good. ” ( Ch.1/H. 88/D.7) 

 

2. “And you know what, it made me  feel even strongger. yes,  I 

have to admit, I feel so damn powerful. people would beenot 

losse  me. People would do  anything to keep  me in their tteam, 

their company, their projrect. I felt so ppowerful that I  then 

decided to  drop out from myy studies.” ( Ch.1/P.91/D.8) 

 

 

3. “ I had  ennouugghh  monyy  too  supoort myself. I had 

ennough friends  who would had enough friendss who  would 

help  mme iff  something happened to me  in LA. Even  if theeyy 

didin't know me personally, they  recognisseed my name,  my  

face. They kneew  who I was  and and anaboy in indonesia, at 

that time, would take  the privilage in  helping me,  and be my 

friend.” ( Ch.1/p.92/D.9) 

 

c).   Voncation skill 

 

1. “I had been a stabilished writer since I was  in grade 6 

elementry school. The very frist story I ever wrote had won 

competition held by teebn magazine “ (Ch.1/p.80/D.10) 

 

2. “It took my six years to finish school while also working in 

between. My career as copywriter in afversting rose so 

fast.either I was lucky or I worked very, very hard, I had 
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become the youngest ccreative director in the industry.” 

(Ch.1/p.89/D.11) 

 

3. “My work has been doing well. I started working in the film 

industry. Writing scripts as I had always planned to do.” 

(Ch.2/p.127/D.12) 

 

4. “Most of my television series went on for the highest  ratings. 

This brought my career to the toop of the world. Well at lest, 

Indonesian world .”(Ch.2/p.128/D.13) 

 

 

5. “The number started playing in my mind. But what am I going 

to do with that much money anyway? I had more that sitting in 

my bank account doing nothing but making bank happy.” 

(Ch.3/p.205/D.14) 

 

3.  Effect 

a) State of love 

1. “Love has lot to do with seperations a loose and also broken 

harts and sorrows and guilts and all those departing  

fact.”(Ch.1/p.20/D.15) 

 

2. “I am not saying that we, Indonesian women, are better people 

in keeping our virginity for our husbands. it‟s just me, I should 

be ashamed of my self. Iam 22 year oll and haven‟t got any 

sexual experiences. Shame on me. what kind of life have I been 

living so far.” (Ch.2/p.164/D.16) 
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3. “And love is a mistery and will always be.Love is not a scince 

where you know exactly what you will become after years of 

studying and after thousand of dollar paying the tution.” 

(Ch.1/p.9/D.17) 

 

b) State of grief 

1. It‟s  my intention. It was wish to die! ”I„m almost screaming 

now. I am choked within my own emotions. I couldn‟t control 

my self anymore I was so close, so close to death. And he had 

to come  and save me. I was about to reunite with my father!” 

(Ch.2/p.115/D.18) 

 

2. “Money had no value to me anymore. I didn‟t even care about 

my bank    account the way I used to anymore. I didn‟t care 

about investnents. Heck I didn‟t care to go shopping 

anymore.”(Ch.2/p.108/D.19) 

 

 

c) State of faith  

1. “......or to just Gowill because what the heck, we only live once 

and nothing can guarantee, not evenhealhty body, a long live”. 

( Ch.1/p.38-39/D.20) 

 

2. “I am still alive, though. I have come to my senses a little bit, I 

guess. I don‟t want  to end up crippled  or being handicapped 

from failed suicide attemps. And deep inside, I still belive that 

our life is not for us to decide.” (Ch.2/p.122/D.21) 
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4.  physical 

a) Beautiful 

1. “ I made the semi final,then finally came as runner-up. Since 

then, I got addicted. I entered the Miss Indonesia pageant and 

won again. I enterted the Mis Campus  pageant and I won! I 

entered Miss Jakarta pageant and, guess what, I 

won..”(Ch.1./p90./D.22.) 

b).like his mother face 

5. My mother‟s father came from a small island called Formosa. 

He spoke Taiwanese, which is again very different from 

Chinese Hokkian, or mandarin Chines . my mother‟s mother 

was Dutch,so mother spoke Dutch most of the time.” ( 

Ch.1/h.9/D.23) 

 

6. “Today, if put my picture and my mother,s side by side, every 

body I bet you, will automatically tell you that we are releted, I 

was photocopy of her.if we were the same age we would 

probably pass as identical twins.”  (Ch.1 /p.45 /D.24) 

 

+ 

 

c).  Health condition 

1. “I remember closing my eyes that night a cigarette was still 

held between my index and middle finger, I was shaking. 

Smoke got my eyes. My nose was running my tears flew loke 

a river on my face. My face was as wet as the soil poured by 

rainfall and I said to good, in my heart .” 

( Ch.1/ p.101/D25) 
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2. “.So here I am . a former student of pisicology, sitting in  a 

psychiarat office, needing help, a psycholohgical help. I 

almost though I was going crazy. But stragley, I don‟t have 

any desire to kill my self anymore all I want now is to just 

finish this puzzle.”( Ch.2/ P.123/D.26 ) 

3.    Lylled at the  reception to force her lo let me in without any 

appointment . I guess she couldfd tell by may appointment. I 

guess she could tell by aperancce  that she couldn‟t argue 

with me or mybe she though I was derngaurs. So she let me 

in 

        Doctor frank was with another client started at me in fear 

and ran out without saying a word. My wrist was bleeding I 

noticed only after doctor frank placed a bandage over it the 

knife must have done it right befor soocher came in (Ch.3/ P. 

185/ D. 27) 

5. Family 

 

a) Her Mother: dis harmony relationship 

1. “How would you feel, or how are you supposed to fell when 

you her your mother, say this ( to you, in front of you lovely 

darling sister and,worst of all, in front of lost of people): “  

They look so different. Vira looks like a doll. A porcelain doll. 

Obviously she took after the Dutch side of my family. 

 

     But yaya….hmm…I am not sure which side of the family she 

resenbels.” And then she would give me that look. As if she 

was trying to analyze my weird look. As if sjhe was not even 

sure wheter she gave birth to me or whether I was adopted. 
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I relly don,t know why she would say such a thing. And why 

would she even think abaut such a think about such a thing? 

Comparing me whit my sister? My skin,my eyes,my facial 

ahapes,my complexion,my hair. Everything.”(Ch.1/ P. 45/ D. 

28) 

b) Her Father: closely connected in emotion 

1. “My father  and I this very special love story and mostly we 

comonicate with unspoken words. I would understand what he 

wanted just by loking.” (Ch.1/ P. 42 D. 29) 

 

2. “To tell you what to do. To correec your mistakes. To shower 

you with love to spoil you with hugs when you are feeling lost 

and comfused. To provide you all the answer to anyting you 

ask. He is my father, my love, my best friend, my ticer, my 

guiding light. It is from him that I have learned about life and 

how to live my life was my encyclopedia.” (Ch.2/ P. 120/D. 30) 

 

3.  “I love him too and I promised my self that day when the time 

comes   and when, have for him,I would do the same exact 

thing for him.i will.i will not let my ears hear anything bad 

about my fath .”(Ch.1/p.73/D.31) 

6.  Academic 

a).Academic ecellencce 

1“She always been  a straight a student  not because I wantedto, 

but merely to make my mother proud. No to show off my 

sisre, but perhaps to give a good example. “(Ch.1/p.25/D.32) 

 

2. “...and I was there, in depok,studying  the subject that was 

offered to me: psychology. Well,actually they gave to me two 
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choices .The other  one was Indonesia literature .At  that 

time, the second coice sounde like a road to become librarian 

or something like that, not challenging at all. Far from 

creativity. So I took the frst one . I chose to learn abaut 

human behavior, their  thoughts and possibly their dreams 

too. I chose to learn about my self as  a human  being as well. 

So I had  nothing to lose in learning something I could use my 

one good .”(Ch.1/p.88/D.33) 

 

3. “So I left my dear university. Ifelt bad, relly. I shouldn‟t have 

taken this scholarship to start with. I could‟ve given my seat 

to sameone else. Someone who really wanted to bwe a good 

psychologist” (Ch.1/p.92/D.34) 

 

4. “I chose to go ahead to Los Angels and took a short course in 

movi production instead.......”(Ch.1/p.91/D.35`) 
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B. Discussions :  

The analysis is carried out by revealing main messages laid under the sub themes 

and then being confirmed to number of statements taken from the novel which, in 

this regard, are considered as data: 

1. Social 

(The social aspect of self concept is used to assess the ability of main character 

building interaction with others). 

a) Interaction with friends 

       Datum 1 Looking at the way of main character interacting with her 

friends, the writer tends to say that she is kind of person who is always 

struggling in building friendship relation with people. Factors making her 

such kind of person are likely coming from her life history in which when 

she was little girl she prefered to spend her personal time in a silent way 

and played with her own imagination instead of getting along with all kids 

similar to her age. 

       Datum 2 As the consequence of this condition, the main character 

thought she only had one best friend all this time although in reality she 

possesed many close friends. 

       Datum 3 This condition was getting worse when she became a 

teenager and when her family faced a lot of problems. She ended up with 

loosing her pride as her friends at school thought herfamily as criminal. 
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b) Interaction with her boy friend 

        Datum 4 The main character posseses a highly modern view in 

building loving relationship with her significant one. This is proven from 

her openess to propose a marriageto her boy friend. 

       Datum 5 as well as decision she has made of living together without 

marital bond. These values are definitely seenas uncommon values, even 

taboo, for most of people living in traditional society like as in Indonesia\ 

        The explanation above in Self  concept social main character is close 

with best friend,independent and she doesent‟t belief of change. 

2. Competency 

(The competency aspect of self concept is used to assess the ability of main 

character meeting basic needs). 

a) Academic skill 

       Datum 6 The main character of this novel has a strong academic 

background as she was grown in western education environment i.e. Los 

Angeles, United Stated of America. It is widely known that standard of 

education is higher in quality compare to other countries in the globe 

including Indonesia. Previously she had a chance to pursue academic 

activities at one of the best university in this country before deciding to 

move abroad. This can be seen from. 
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b) Decision making skill 

         Datum7, 8and 9 Leaving university which has been cosidered as the 

best in Indonesia is notan easy decision. It  requires careful and thoughtful 

consideration and need big effort to convincing family.  

Such a big decision was also made by main character when taking path as 

copywriter for her carrier. Something rarely taken by female at the time 

considering its   nature of work and the its less prospect of getting welfare 

life in the future. Women tend to pursue carrier in business world which 

offers glamour and higher social class. For some people, especialy to 

women, making such decision seems to be life taking battle, bu the main 

character could do it without any fear and even bravely make her step 

forward to take the risk. 

c) Vocational skill 

      Datum 10 The main character has a big talent in writing that made her 

standing upper position in several writing competitions since she was in 

the sixth grade of elementary school. The most stunning from this gift was 

that she even won a competition with her first writing. 

       Datum 11 Having carrier as a writer seems like living in a comfort 

zone for her as she can enjoy her work and making a lot of big jumps and 

stunning achievement such as getting promoted as director. This 

promotion crowned her as the youngest director in the media industry ever 
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existed. All these are possible as she has made passion about writing that 

has been living inside of her since the begining created huge motivation to 

keep learning and shrapening her creativity in writing.     

      Datum 12 Her carrier was getting progress when she returned from 

Los Angeles for taking writing short course. She started to spread her 

wings and flew into film industry as scriptwriter 

      Datum 13 Even in this new brand of world, the main character 

continued to show her talent and grabbed big attention from the film 

practitioners when the TV serial she wrote the script reached the highest 

rate on number of viewer over periods. This achievement has brought her 

name flying to sky of this country became monumental outcome for her 

hardwork and edgeless dedication to the word of writing.  

     Dantum 14 The stunning achievements had made the main character 

living in a fortunated world. Money is something easy to find now. 

     The explanation above in Self concept competenceof the main 

character is to makes the best. she is strong women, she has academic 

skill, she has a big talent in writing and  she is brave to take a risk decision  

   3. Affect 

(The affect aspect of self concept is used to assess the way of main character 

in expressing her feeling and emotion). 

a) State of love 

          Datum 15 or Main Character, love is viewed as something 

abstract and it is a kind of mysteri that is uneasy to figure out. Eventough 
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someone has been living with that kind of feeling for a years but it 

remains a difficult lesson to understand. 

       Datum 16 Beside, love is also associated with separation fore her. 

This perception was born from her grief after being left and abandoned 

by her beloved relatives. She said that love can only be felt until people 

we love go away and leave us behind, dead or alive. 

        Datum 17 Not only the state of love which turns into something 

unsual, her perception towards virginity seems hardto be agreed by 

women in this country in which the Main Character thought that 

virginity is not only for husband. 

b) State of grief 

      Datum 18 In regard to the state of grief, it can be said that the Main 

Character is quite vulnerable and easy to fall down into a deep sadness 

when facing hard and complicated problem. Sometimes the sadness she 

lived with was manisfestated into attempt of suicide. Such attempt was 

taken by her, for example, when she lost her father. 

     Datum 19 In living that kind of feeling, it seems nothing valuable in 

her life, even money 

c) State of faith 

        Datum 20 Although the Main Character is considered as a 

vulnerable and fragile person but deep down in her heart lays a piece of 

strong belief that human‟s life or death is fully under decision of the 
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Almighty God. This state of faith was getting stronger after she survived 

from her attempt of doing suicide. 

      Datum 21 Surviving from suicide attempt and her state of faith 

brought an awareness eventually that human is not created to make 

decision over their destiny but the God does. 

      The explanation above in Self concept affect main of the cracter is   

that  our plan doesn‟t always succeed 

4. Physical 

(The physical aspect of self concept is relating to the feeling of Main 

Character owns about looks, health and physical condition, as well as overal 

appearance). 

a) Beautiful 

       Datum 22 There were some facts that can be used as evidence in 

saying that the Main Character physically is georgeous. It was when she 

could make good results in number of peageant competition such as 

Miss Campus, Miss Indonesia and None Jakarta. All surely will agrees 

that when someone wins the crown of beauty contest, she must be pretty. 

Although there are still other point of judgments, instead of physical 

beauty, used in selecting a winner of peagent competition such as 

“Brain” for inteligance level and “Behaviour” for attitude, but still 

“Beauty” comes to the first factor if it is about to be crwoned as the 

winner.  
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b) Mixed Ethnic Origin 

       Datum 23 The Main Character was born from a mixed ethnic 

family in which her father is combination of Minang (West Sumatra) and 

Javanese while her mother was a mix between Chinese and Europe.  

      Datum 24 Although relationship between the Main Character and 

her mother was often up and down but she admitted that her face is a 

copy of her mother. Thus, physicaly she has a strong connection with her 

mother not in emotion.   

c) Health condition 

       Datum 25 There was no any record directly stating the Main 

Character‟s health condition but f we take a look to her living style in 

which hard smoking and stressful life have became friend to her so it can 

be said that the Main Character might live in a bad health condition. 

       Datum 26 and 27 Particularly to her emotional stability. In some 

parts of this srory, it was revealed that the Main Character even needed 

to regularly consulting her mental condition to a psychologist after 

facing number of harsh life experiences such as loosing her father and 

her boyfriend. 

        The explanation above in Self concept physical of the main 

character is that she thinks beautiful, like his mother‟s face  and she 

doesn‟t care to health. 
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5. Family 

(The family aspect of self concept is relating to well the Main Character 

functions with the family unit). 

a) Her Mother: disharmony relationship 

       Dantum 28 Although physically the Main Character and her mother 

are alike but the relationship between them seems to take different way. 

There are so many conflicts occured as the effect of unwork relationship. 

Her mother tends to give more attention, love and cares to her younger 

sister. Her mother loves to make comparison between the Main 

Character and her younger sister which eventually create a higher dislike 

feeling on her. 

b) Her Father: closely connected in emotion 

        Datum 29 The relationship between the Main Character with her 

father is totally different to what happen between her and her mother. 

With her father, she lived with millions of love, affection and care 

        Datum 30 This is because her father can be a good listener and 

always gave her solution to every problem she has.  

         Datum 31 The Main Character even once promised to her father 

that she would always love him forever and ever, and she would give 

back up whatever happen to him.  

The explanation above in Self concept family of the  main character is 

that she loves her family a lot,  especially to father 
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6. Academic  

(The family aspect of self concept is relating to well the Main Character 

functions with the family unit). 

a) Academic excellence 

      Datum 32 In the acamedic life, the Main Character always gets 

excellent position amount the students. Since she was grade of elementary 

school she always becomes the champ of the class. 

      Datum 33 After completing her senior high school, she won a 

scholarship from one of the well known university e.g. Universitas 

Indonesia for two subject i.e. Bahasa Indonesia and Psychology but finally 

she decided to take Psychology.    

       Datum 34 and 35 After studying physicology for years, she has to 

end up in a big decision that is quitting from the faculty she love so much 

and go to Los Angeles for taking a new horison in her life, a writer. 

        The explanation above in Self concept  academic of the main 

character is that she always  commits for the best in the her education 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

         This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing the Zara 

Zetira‟s novel Every Silence Has astory, the writer makes some conclusions and 

suggestions as follows: 

A. Conclusions 

 Based on the analysis of data, the writer took several conclusions as 

follow: 

1. Novel is a miniature of our real world. Characters who live in it are 

samples some kinds of us. The story of their lives in somehow tells the 

story of real life in many aspects including the process of deciding  self 

concept replect. Is this reflected in the main character of the novel “Every 

Silence has a Story” by Zara Zetira 

There are six components that can be used in understanding the self 

concept adhered to the main character of the novel i.e. Social, 

Competency, Affect, Physical, Academic and Family. Those components 

are still feasible to be explored into some sub themes to see the inter-

component connections in building the whole story. 

       After elaborating  data analysis of the research and reading the novel 

with  aim to know the self concept of the main caracter  of the novel, the 
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writer comes up with  some general conclusion of each component as 

outlined below : 

a. Self concept social main character is close with best friend, 

independent and she doesn‟t belief of change. 

b. Self concept competence of the main character is to makes the 

best, she is strong women,she has academic skill,she has big 

talent in writing and she is brave to take a risk decision. 

c. Self concept affect main of the cracter s that our plan dosen‟t 

succed. 

d.  Self concept physical of the main character is that she thinks 

beautiful, like his mother‟s face  and she doesn‟t care to health. 

e. Self concept family of the main character is that she loves her 

family a lot, especially to his father. 

f.         The explanation above in Self concept  academic of the 

main character is that she always  commits for the best in the 

her education 

2. From the process of data collection and analysis carried by the writer, it 

was revealed that studying a novel written in a one-way flow of story is 

really challenging in terms of less data availabilty and the connection 

between character of the story 
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B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusion above, the writer gives suggestions as the following 

below: 

1. The writer suggests the next researchers who want to analyze self concept 

of aparticular novel needto find more sources about the external points 

regarding the novel‟s background such as community or the country where 

the story takes place. 

2. For the readers, the writer hopes that peopleisinspiredof doing self concept 

analysis as it can be a good way to understand better who they are and how 

to be good person. For the students of English Department, inparticular, the 

writer recommends to analyze the other aspects of the novel Every Silence 

Has a Story with the aim of bring clear comprehension toward this 

litterature work. 
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